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CHAPTER 5 — Cranford v. Wright: Law and Authority in British Columbia

In April 1861 something significant happened in Alexandria, a small settlement in British Columbia’s upper country: Stipendiary Magistrate and Assistant Gold Commissioner Philip Henry Nind sat down and wrote a letter toe W.A.G. Young, the colony’s colonial secretary, declining an appointment as a county court judge. ‘I regret that His Excellency has been pleased to nominate me to this post,’ he said.

as I am deficient in that special Knowledge requisite to the proper execution of its duties, nor have I any legal works to refer to for instruction and guidance. The population in this district is fond of litigation and many are acquainted with the technicalities of law, and would only be too ready to detect mistakes committed by an inexperienced County Court Judge. I respectfully submit that the appointment be conferred upon someone better qualified by education and experience to undertake its duties.1

What lifts this episode from the routine to the remarkable is the fact that Nind, a graduate of Eton and Oxford, felt himself not just ‘inexperienced,’ but positively ‘deficient,’ and hence unsuited for the post. Here surely was the sort of ‘gentleman . . . with country tastes’ that Matthew Baillie Begbie thought should anchor the colonial magistracy.2 Yet Nind did not think his social status would confer the authority necessary for him to do his job effectively.

Nind’s letter is interesting because it raises questions about the nature of legal authority in British Columbia and suggests some answers. But before turning to those, it might be useful to discuss briefly what I mean by authority. First and foremost, authority is a type of power, which can itself be defined as the ability to produce intended effects. Authority is distinguished from other kinds of power (such as force and persuasion, for instance) by the means by which it [94] produces those intended effects. Those possessed of authority are able to do things because people obey their commands. Though obedience can be secured by coercion, the obedience that underlies legitimate authority rests on consent. Thus, though authority is a form of power, it also implies a certain social relationship between rulers and ruled. People in authority have a right to command that is recognized by those over whom they rule. Without that recognition and the consent it implies authority is illegitimate, indeed some would say that it does not exist.3

If legitimate authority resets on a recognition of the right to command – on the consent of those governed – on what basis is that recognition and consent given? How do people gauge the legitimacy of authority? As was suggested in chapter 1, fur-trade authority was premised on a particular understanding of society in which mutuality and inequality were the accepted foundation of social order. Labourers accepted their lower status and the arbitrary and sometimes violent rule of HBC officers as long as the latter fulfilled the responsibilities commensurate with their station and power. Philip Nind’s letter suggests that while his social status did not confer the authority necessary for him to rule, possession of ‘special Knowledge’ would. In Nind’s opinion, British Columbians measured the authority of the law less by the character of the person who dispensed it and more by his demonstrated knowledge of the ‘technicalities of law.’ Authority was thus contingent on individual ability and performance. In fact, Nind’s comments indicate that the authority of the law could be separated to a certain degree from the individual who administered it: it was the ‘special Knowledge’ itself, rather than the individual, which possessed authority.

If Nind’s letter suggested the broad outlines of two kinds of authority in British Columbia, their details were provided in Cranford v. Wright (1862), a prosaic suit for breach of contract and debt that precipitated a storm of controversy over the administration of the law, and in the process revealed more about the right by which the law commanded obedience. The case reveals the standards European British Columbians used to gauge the legitimacy of the law. Those standards, I argue, were derived from liberalism, and they became apparent in the discussion about the case the conduct of the judge and the principals involved that occurred in the pages of both Vancouver Island’s and British Columbia’s newspapers. Why was the case so controversial? What were the central issues? Cranford was controversial because the presiding judge, Matthew Begbie, appeared to contravene what European British Columbians considered the proper conventions of legal decision-making, dismissed important documentary evidence, and was contemptuous of the Cranfords’ lawyers’ use of legal doctrine – not how they used it, but that they used it at all to make [95] their case. The central issues of debate involved Begbie’s interpretation of contract law, his treatment of documentary evidence, and his reaction to the lawyers’ use of legal doctrine. In framing their criticisms of the judge, European British Columbians revealed that to them legal authority was rooted in texts and the experts who could interpret them, and that justice or fairness was a matter of the simple application of the rules. Unlike paternal authority, which was based on personal discretion, textual authority and expertise conferred the certainty and predictability that was a precondition of success in the marketplace. Just as laissez-faire liberalism created an institutional structure that both supported and furthered its needs, it constructed an ethical system that did the same thing.

On the basis of a single, albeit high-profile, case, the argument I put forward in this chapter is necessarily speculative – a quality that is only reinforced by the nature of my subject matter, which is the slippery concept of authority. Nevertheless, for all it particularities, I do think Cranford is emblematic of many of the tensions in the administration of the law, and of the problems of doing so in a particular social and economic context.

The case of Cranford v. Wright, which John Robson, the editor of the British Columbian, called ‘most lengthy and, to the mercantile community of this and the adjoining Colony, most important trial’ began on Thursday, 4 December 1862, before a densely crowded courtroom, with David Babington Ring and John Foster McCreight representing the plaintiffs John Foster McCreight representing the plaintiffs John and Robert Cranford Jr, and George Hunter Cary, attorney-general of British Columbia, and H.P. Walker representing the defendant Gustavus Blinn Wright.4

This action was a countersuit for $25,000 in damages. Robert Cranford had contracted Wright, a packer, to transport $10,000 worth of goods from Douglas to Lillooet. The original suit, launched by Wright against the Cranfords, was heard in Lillooet before Begbie at nisi prius proceedings in October 1862.5 Hoping to profit from the demand for provisions in the Cariboo mining district, Robert Cranford had arrived in Victoria in April 1862 with a consignment of goods from San Francisco, which he arranged to be transported from New Westminster to Lillooet by G.B. Wright & Company.6 In a contract signed on 25 April, Wright agreed to pack the goods for nine cents per pound, payable sixty days after the arrival of the merchandise at Lillooet, and assured his customer that the goods would reach their destination in seven to ten days. Robert Cranford then proceeded to Lillooet where, in anticipation of the arrival of his goods, he contracted another packer to take them to Williams Creek, farther up the Fraser River. Then he waited. And waited. Two weeks later, the second packing company released Cranford from the agreement they had struck, informing him that it could wait no longer. Not until 28 May – thirty-three days after the signing [96] of the contract with Wright – did the first of Cranford’s goods arrive at Lillooet. The merchandise continued to trickle in over the summer, a third of it delayed some sixty to seventy-five days and none of it arriving in less than thirty-three days. In all, half could not be forwarded to Williams Creek because it arrived too late in the year or had spoiled; and the portion that did make it to the upper country did not sell at the high prices that Cranford hoped for. During the delay, other enterprising merchants had established themselves in the Williams Creek area, and had glutted the market.

None of this was of concern to Wright, however, who launched a suit against Robert Cranford and his elder brother John in August for non-payment of ‘goods sold and delivered.’7 Claiming a debt of £1,719, Wright convinced the County Court judge at Lillooet, A.C. Elliott, to issue a writ of capias on 8 September for the arrest of both Cranfords.8 Robert Cranford was arrested at Lillooet on the same day and imprisoned for eighty-four days. His brother John, also a Cariboo merchant, was arrested at Williams Creek three weeks later on 27 September, brought to Lillooet, and imprisoned for sixty-six days.9 Their case was heard before Matthew Baillie Begbie on 15 and 16 October, and despite their efforts to show that John Cranford was not a partner and therefore not indebted, and that Robert Cranford, by virtue of his contract with Wright which stipulated that payment was not due until sixty days after delivery, was also not indebted, the case proceeded.

When Wright produced the contract of 25 April in the Lillooet courtroom, both Cranfords ‘pronounced it altered.’ They said ‘that the words “& Brother” had been interpolated, and that the “&” had been crowded in at the end of the first line, the word “brother” written across the margin opposite the second line, that the “t” had been inserted before “him” to make it read “them” and that the alterations had been made in darker ink.’ Even Begbie agreed that the document had been tampered with, noting that ‘the dot which had been over the “i” in “him” was still there to show what the word once was,’ Nevertheless, the judge ‘went on to make apologies for Mr. Wright, saying that it was a private memorandum of Mr. Wright’s and that he had a right to do what he liked with it.’ Wright, without prompting from the bench or the defence counsel, admitted ‘that he had made the alteration of the same day on which it was written.’ To this Begbie again interjected that ‘it was rather in Wright’s favor than against him that he should so boldly show this altered agreement.’ ‘In this way,’ John Robson wrote in the British Columbian,

Judge Begbie relieved Wright’s Counsel of his duties, and drew a veil over the ugliness of Wright’s guilt. In this way Judge Begbie would not see, and did his best to prevent the Jury from seeing, that Wright had virtually committed the CRIME OF FORGERY against J.P. Cranford. How could the memorandum of agreement be a private one with which he had a right to do as he chose, and then bring it forward in a Court to prove an Account!

Despite the sensation caused by this evidence, however, the jury ruled that John Cranford was liable as a partner and that the sixty-day stipulation in the contract signed by Robert Cranford and G.B. Wright had been rescinded. They awarded Wright $9,500, a sum that include court costs of almost $1,000. Robson attributed this decision to Begbie’s failure to charge the jury properly. ‘If he had done so, fairly, no honest Jury could have decided as they did.’ ‘In sober truth,’ he concluded, ‘Judge Begbie ignored a large part of the evidence.’10

From their jail cells, the Cranfords were unsuccessful in their attempts to get a new trial, an d were released only when they launched the countersuit against Wright, which was heard by Begbie at the December sitting of the Supreme Court. Claiming damages of $25,000, the Cranfords used the same argument they had in the earlier suit. As well as asserting that John Cranford was not a partner and that Wright had breached his contract with Robert Cranford, the counsel for the plaintiffs claimed that Wright had appropriated Cranford’s goods, ‘having caused the brand and mark of the plaintiff to be obliterated, and his own substituted, at a time, too, when the market was high.’11 At this point Begbie interrupted the Cranfords’ lawyer McCreight, saying that he ‘could not allow imputations of such a nature to be cast upon the defendant, and insisted that they were disgraceful and must recoil upon the head of the person advancing them.’ McCreight refused to withdraw his remarks, and Begbie requested that David Babington Ring, the plaintiff’s other lawyer, take over. Ring refused, and the judge subsided until the contract between Robert Cranford and Wright as well as invoices between the two were produced as evidence. Though the contract was admitted, the invoices, address to ‘R. Cranford, Jr.,’ which were brought forward to show that the contract had been altered to read ‘R. Cranford & Brother,’ were not. Begbie’s refusal to admit the invoices ‘produced a hot discussion between the judge and plaintiffs’ counsel, and a reference by the latter to Taylor on Evidence.12 ‘The title of this book,’ said the British Colonist, ‘will never be forgotten by those present at the trial. Taylor was invoked nearly every hour of the day.’13 Relations between the bench and the Cranfords’ counsel were not improved on the last day of the trial (17 December), when Robert Cranford attempted to shake Wright’s credibility by telling the jury that the affidavit with which Wright obtained the writ of capias in Wright v. Cranford was false.14 Wright swore that the Cranfords owed him £1,719 15s. for ‘goods sold and delivered.’ This, according to the Cranfords, was not strictly true: the Cranfords, if they owed Wright any money at all, owed it for freight charges. Here [98] Begbie interjected: ‘Oh, Mr. Cranford! I have seen sheaves of affidavits made in this country by persons who never read them. No doubt Mr. Wright did not read that before he swore to it, so that it would be unfair to impute a false oath to him.’ Amidst the ‘confusion’ that followed, proceedings were adjourned, and at Begbie’s suggestion all retired to the races.15 At 6:30 p.m. the court met, counsel presented closing statements, and Begbie charged the jury, telling them first that ‘they must consider that the defendants [applicants] (the Cranfords) were strangers, while on the other hand, Mr. Wright was well known to them’;16 and second, that they had three points to decide: whether the contract between the Cranfords and Wright was rescinded, as the defendant claimed, or was still binding; if the contract was not rescinded, what constituted a reasonable time for delivery of the goods to Lillooet; and the value of the goods when they should have arrived and their value when they did arrive, the difference being equivalent to the damages incurred by the Cranfords.17 Before the jury retired, Ring asked that they be given a ‘bill of particulars’ outlining the Cranfords’ claim to aid them in their decision. To this Begbie reluctantly agreed.

Late the next day, some twenty-six hours after they had been locked up, the jury were recalled, having failed to come to a decision. Begbie refused to accept a majority verdict as he had in an earlier case in the same nisi prius session.18 Ring asked when the jury had been given the bill of particulars. Begbie was ‘considerably disconcerted at this enquiry,’ and the court registrar, Greville Matthew, sported ‘an unusual flow of blood to his features.’19 The foreman, ‘after considerable shuffling,’ told the court that the document in question had not been given to the jury until ‘Three o’clock this afternoon!’ ‘Thus it appeared that a document essential to enable the Jury intelligently to come to a decision had only reached them after they had been locked up for twenty-five hours, and three hours before they had been called before the Court!’ Though William Grieve, the foreman, said that considerable progress had been made after they received the bill of particulars, and that decision could be reached if the jury were allowed to retire again, another juryman disagreed and asked to be discharged. Counsel for the plaintiffs asked Begbie to offer advice or assistance to the jury so ‘that justice be not defeated,’ but Begbie refused and discharged the jury. Mr. Ring, addressing the registrar, said:

‘Mr. Matthew, have you the book in Court which contains the names of the Barristers who practice in this Court?’
Mr. Matthew: ‘Yes.’
Mr. Ring: ‘Then please dash your pen across my name.’

McCreight made a similar request, and ‘both gentlemen indignantly withdrew. [99] Cheers were given and the Court adjourned amidst great confusion and excitement.20

The Cranfords were rearrested and sent to prison, but released when they again made application for another trial – this time in the adjoining colony, on the grounds that their contract had been made in Victoria with a Victoria-based firm. David Cameron never heard the case, however, as it was finally settled out of court in April 1863.21 Ring and McCreight’s dramatic withdrawal created a great sensation in New Westminster, and a ‘meeting to mark public disapprobation of the extraordinary course pursued by the Judge throughout the trial’ was held immediately.22 ‘Loud applause’ greeted the arrival of the two principals in the Columbia Theatre, where both were complimented for the ‘firm and manly ability with which . . . [they] repelled the insults heaped upon them by the Court during the Cranford suit.’ William Grieve, the foreman of the jury, was called upon to address the meeting and ‘in a very able and lucid manner went over a large amount of facts and figures bearing upon that extraordinary trial, and showing most conclusively that the Jury had sufficient data before them to entitle the Plaintiffs [applicants] to a verdict.’ The meeting soon adjoined, but discussion continued in the pages of both the Island and mainland’s newspapers.

What is striking about Cranford is the intensity of feeling and the interest that accompanied a case that was, on the surface, a routine suit for debt. If the attention given to the trial by the British Columbian is any indication, all of New Westminster’s 1,190 inhabitants were riveted by the proceedings.23 The Cranfords themselves contributed to a good portion of the discussion. ‘We desire, through your columns, to present a plain statement of facts for the consideration of the authorities and the people of British Columbia,’ they wrote to John Robson, the newspaper’s editor.24 With his help they produced a lengthy three-part series entitled ‘A History of the Wrongs of the Cranfords including an Account of the Two Celebrated Suits – Wright vs Cranford and Cranford vs Wright.’25 The articles related the circumstances leading to the trials themselves and reprinted some of the documents submitted as evidence in the two cases. In addition, the newspaper published nine editorials and four letters to the editor, representing the views of all twelve jurors, in the weeks preceding and following the December trial. Interest was equally keen across the water in Victoria. The British Colonist followed the trial closely, reprinting daily testimony and offering editorial comment on the case. The interest generated by Cranford stands in marked contrast to the relative lack of discussion given to assize criminal trials, even trials for murder.

Cranford is important because it sheds light on the foundations of authority, [100] revealing the standards British Columbians used to gauge the legitimacy of the law. Those standards, as will be discussed, were derived from laissez-faire liberalism, and were apparent in their assessment of the ends they thought the law should uphold and the means by which it did so. The substantive legal issues Cranford raised – points of law involving contract and debt – bore directly on the issue of social obligations between individuals were matters of self-conscious and voluntary contracts. The only obligations that existed between people were those that they agreed to undertake. The law would enforce those, justifying its interference as an extension of individual will, and no others. In addition, common law thinking about debt changed with the increase in commercial activity, again reflecting the impact of capitalist values. In the mid-nineteenth century, imprisonment for debt came to be seen as unjust because it punished people unduly for pursuing their self-interest. Moreover, because it attached even more risk to the already risky marketplace and actually removed some people from it, imprisonment for debt was detrimental to the general welfare because it suppressed economic exchange. The execution of the law in Cranford was inconsistent with contemporary thinking on both contract and debt and the social and economic realities of life in British Columbia, and hence was controversial. The furore surrounding the case demonstrated that the law’s right to command rested on the extent to which its decisions favoured individualistic capitalist enterprise.

Not only did British Columbians gauge the law’s authority in terms of the extent to which it fulfilled capitalist ends, but they also measured the way it achieved those ends: the means by which legal decisions were made. Civil trials placed heavy demands on the decision-making abilities of judge and jury, and this had implications not only for the shape of the trial but also for the authority of the law. The length of the trial, the nature of the testimony and jury deliberation, and the courtroom dynamics between judge and lawyers in Cranford demonstrated the inadequacies of character and social status both as a basis of authoritativeness and as a means of reaching decisions in the courtroom. Moreover, the controversy surrounding the case suggested that the foundation of authoritativeness and decision-making was more textual than social: authority was to be found in texts and their interpreters.

In the original suit brought by Gus Wright against the Cranfords and in the subsequent countersuit, the contract between the two disputing parties was the central point at issue. Cranford occurred at the height of what the legal historian Patrick Atiyah calls the ‘age of freedom of contract.’26 From 1770 to 1870 the [101] law of obligations, of which contract law is a part, reflected and reinforced the central tenets of laissez-faire. Contract law treated individual as equal and independent agents whose obligations were limited by and coextensive with the intention, voluntary, and private arrangements they made with each other. Individuals could be held responsible for meeting only those obligations that they intended to enter into and that were specified in a contract. The role of law in the age of freedom of contract was to enforce these private agreements between individuals. Using the law in this way was not considered paternal intervention by the state, but rather an extension of individual will. The law had almost nothing to say about the content of the contracts; that is. whether they were reasonable or just. Such questions were best left to the judgment of the individuals involved or, at best, lay in the realm of politics. Instead, those who framed and enforced the law operated under the assumption that the greatest happiness and prosperity, as well as the greatest justice, resulted from allowing individuals to ‘realize their own wills.’27

Matthew Begbie had a different interpretation of the law of contract and the nature of obligation, which got him into trouble during Cranford. Although the brothers insisted repeatedly that Robert ‘was the only person connected in the business,’28 Begbie, during the Lillooet trial,

ingeniously helped the plaintiff’s [Wright’s] case by laying great stress in his charge on the fact that after J.P. Cranford had been employed by R. Cranford, Jr., he had manifested great zeal and energy in conducting the business, and had given the impression . . . that he might be a partner. Judge Begbie ruled that J.P. Cranford might, in this way, unconsciously have made himself a co-contractee with R. Cranford, Jr., and so instructed the jury.29

According to the British Columbian, J.P.’s ‘zeal and energy’ did not make him liable as a partner, and it was ridiculous to punish him for his industry.

Moreover, according to David Ring, his exertions did not even make him the legal agent of Robert Cranford. In making that argument, Ring drew on agency and contract theory. Most of the law of agency was developed to protect third parties from the actions of principals and their agents, and spelled out the rights and liabilities of principals (to the third parties) that arose out of the actions of those acting as their agents. Cranford raised the issue of when and how a person becomes an agent of a principal, and what the agent’s responsibilities and liabilities are. It is unclear (indeed, this was the point at issue) whether John Cranford was an agent of his brother Robert. He was not named as such in the contract; in fact, his name did not appear at all in that document, nor did he act in such a way as to imply that he was an agent. Even if he were an agent, that [102] would not mean that he was party to the contract (that he could sue and be sued on it). He would be a party to the contract between Robert Cranford and Gus Wright only if the principal was undisclosed; if he purported to be acting on behalf of the principal but was in fact acting on his own behalf; or if he intended and purported to contract for a non-existent principal. According to the Cranfords’ lawyers, none of these actions described those of John Cranford.30

Begbie’s understanding of contract seemed to stem from an older and, by the 1860s, anachronistic understanding of obligation that was rooted in paternalism and a particular understanding of society. For Begbie, obligation was not limited by or derived from a legal instrument such as a written contract. Instead, responsibility was coextensive with the moral obligation incurred by behaviour and social status. It could be, as John Robson noted, assumed ‘unconsciously.’ J.P. Cranford acted like a zealous merchant and partner and so took on, regardless of his intent, the responsibilities of a businessman. This included paying his bills. Begbie’s idea that obligations extended beyond the particular desires and intents of the people involved was rooted in a particular understanding of how society was ordered. In that view, the bonds of obligation were horizontal and vertical and extended between and among all individuals regardless of their power and status. The interdependence among the various parts meant that individual actions had consequences for all, and that for the well-being of the social whole, the power and actions of some had to be curtailed. The role of the law was to protect and reinforce this mutuality and, in doing so, to promote the general welfare. In this way, the rule of law and the notion of how society was constructed fit together to uphold a system of paternal authority.

In the age of freedom of contract and laissez-faire, the implicit mutuality that characterized social relations in the previous century was gone. Individuals existed or could exist outside of society, and society was the result of a social contract between autonomous individuals.31 In the absence of an organic understanding of society, obligation existed only between equal, independent, and freely contracting people. Individual action had consequences only for those directly involved. Because of this, individual responsibility was limited, and the role of the law was correspondingly circumscribed to encompass only the enforcement of specific obligations. The rule of law was the perfect complement to the market economy and favoured individual initiative. It promised to guarantee a level of predictability an standardization in behaviour, and in so doing limited the uncertainty and risk inherent in economic pursuits. By making the options open to individuals clear, the law provided a level playing-field for each to pursue his economic ambitions with the greatest chance of success.

If the general welfare was tied to the faithful performance of economic transactions, it was also guaranteed by liberal laws pertaining to imprisonment for [103] debt. Part of the controversy surrounding Cranford was derived from and reflected a larger nineteenth-century debate surrounding debt and the proper legal response to it. The ethical system constructed by capitalism changed attitudes towards indebtedness.32 As it became more common, indebtedness shed some of its association with moral failure – among the commercial classes, at least – and was viewed instead as a consequence of respectable economic activity.33 In this context, imprisoning debtors was immoral because it did not serve the security of property or promote continued capitalist enterprise. British Columbia’s volatile economy only accentuated these sentiments, and in the wake of Cranford John Robson published two editorials on the subject. As honest businessmen engaged in opening up and developing the colony through the extension of credit, the Cranfords, like other merchants, could not be blamed for an occasional ‘misfortune.’ By imprisoning a debtor the colonial government deprived him of his freedom to engage in the pursuit of economic gain and hence did great injury to the public welfare. Such sentiments were commonly voiced in many parts of North America, which, like British Columbia, were equally concerned with economic growth. For instance, the American lawyer Daniel Webster felt that changes in the law of debtor and creditor were necessary to ‘liberate “human capital” for reentry into the economy.’34 The legal historian James Willard Hurst agreed. The abolition of imprisonment for debt in the nineteenth century was, he felt, motivated by a desire to ‘afford the debtor a breathing spell in which he might regather his strength,’ and ‘to preserve the general course of his dealings.’35 Laws that deterred economic activity did not serve justice.

Cranford’s more general characteristics as a civil trial, its courtroom dynamics and the public reaction to them, are also suggestive of the economic standards British Columbians used to measure the administration of the law and its authority. Though trials in British Columbia often occurred in unorthodox settings (chapter 3), their actual conduct would be familiar to those who lived in more settled societies governed by English common law. The testimony in a single case could often occupy an entire day, during which large amounts of information were produced and difficult questions of law and fact ere raised. The intervention of experts who could guide the decision-making process by ordering the evidence produced and by offering rules and precedents became necessary to meet the demand for predictability and efficiency in the legal process.

The reasons for the lengthy civil trials lay in the number of witnesses brought forward, the nature of their testimony, and the protracted deliberations of the jury. Unlike criminal trials, civil litigation did not proceed ‘at a cracking pace.’36 In Cranford, the point at issue was frequently lost sight of in the mass [104] of evidence produced over the nine days of testimony. During that time at least twenty-four witnesses took the stand and produced evidence, on which, even after twenty-six hours of deliberation, the jury was unable to reach a verdict.

Though the existing court record is too incomplete to allow more than an impressionistic view of the pace of civil trials, the outlines it does reveal suggest that Cranford was not unusual. The testimony in Linaker v. Ballou, heard at the same assizes as the Cranford case, occupied a whole day, and jury required twenty-two hours to reach a verdict.37 Cases heard in the upper country mining districts were no less complex. For instance, the H.M. Curry v. Forest Rose Company, heard at the Richfield assizes in 1865, at least eight witnesses gave testimony and were thoroughly cross-examined before the jury retired to deliberate.38 Though they were locked up over night, they failed to come to a verdict and were discharged. It was not uncommon for civil cases tried at the Supreme Court to feature four to eight witnesses who testified over one or two days, and for civil trial juries to take more than an hour to deliberate.

Mining cases, whether they were heard before an assistant gold commissioner or before Matthew Begbie on appeal, could be even lengthier, despite the fact that neither usually involved juries. This was due in part to the great number of witnesses and the complexity of their testimony, which usually revolved around survey lines and the staking of the claim’s boundaries. Assistant Gold Commissioner William Cox listened to eight witnesses over three full days of testimony in an 1865 mining case before rendering his ‘summary’ decision.39 In 1867 no fewer than fifteen witnesses paraded before Henry Maynard Ball in a mining case that lasted two days.40 Mining cases that were appealed to the Supreme Court featured fewer witnesses, but were equally protracted. In these the lawyers took centre stage, arguing points of fact and law to Matthew Begbie. Borealis v. Watson (1865) occupied a full day of the assize court’s proceedings, but featured only three witnesses.41 In Aurora v. Davis (1866), twelve witnesses gave testimony over a twelve-hour day; the court finally adjourned at 10 p.m. 42

If the numbers of witnesses at civil trials made for lengthy proceedings, the quality of their testimony also contributed to their slow pace. The Cranford witnesses took the stand to establish the nature of the contract between the Cranfords and Gus Wright, as well as to answer more general questions about the business of shipping goods to the Upper Country; the condition of the trails and the possibilities of delay; and the likelihood of spoilage. In general, the civil cases heard at the assizes were characterized by a more detailed and complex (and, more than occasionally, stultifyingly dull) recapitulation of the circumstances and events surrounding the legal question at issue. This was particularly true of the mining cases that came to the assize on appeal: the testimony in these was filled with the riveting details of ditch widths and flume obstructions. One [105] reason for the quality of testimony and evidence in nisi prius cases was the result of the intrusion of lawyers into the court room. In Cranford, both the appellants and the respondent were represented by teams of lawyers who made full use of their opportunities to cross-examine witnesses.

The main reason for the length of these proceedings was the nature of the points at issue in civil trials generally. Not only were there likely to be more and better witnesses to a civil dispute than a criminal act,. but the range of behaviour and the obligations imposed by civil law made the trials more complex. Rather than assessing guilt or innocence, the Cranford jury had to make decisions on a variety or issues: first, whether a valid contract existed between the Cranfords and Wright; second, if a contract did exist, what constituted a reasonable time for the Cranfords’ goods to be delivered; and third, what damages, if any, should be awarded. These were difficult questions for twelve laymen to decide. The detail produced over the nine days made Begbie’s summation more than a mere preliminary to jury deliberation. Despite his summary, the twelve still needed some of the documentation produced as evidence to help them. Even then a verdict was not forthcoming after twenty-six hours of deliberation.43

It is difficult to say much about what went on during deliberation, but occasionally one gets glimpses of the process that indicate that it could be both lengthy and heated. In 1861, for instance, Begbie wrote to James Douglas to tell him that ‘a jury room is much required’ in New Westminster. ‘[It] should be an empty room except [for] benches and one desk. A jury locked up for three hours would utterly destroy any furniture.’44 Though the Cranford jurors left the New Westminster court house intact, the dissension in their jury room spilled out into the press. Some of the jurors wrote letters to the editor of the British Columbian accusing their peers of misconduct.45

These scraps of evidence revealed more than the tension and acrimony that could be part of decision-making, for they also shed light on the sorts of issues jurors grappled with in coming to a decision. Though Begbie considered character important in Cranford and instructed the jury to consider the fact that, while they knew Gus Wright, the Cranfords were ‘strangers to the Colony,’ the jurors spent most of their time wrestling with more factual and technical issues. The chief point at issue were the contract between Cranford and Wright and the assessment of damages. Was the contract valid, or had it been rescinded by the actions of either party? What damages should be awarded?46 To decide, the jurors needed proper instruction from the judge. ‘As jurors we are appointed by our country, we are sworn to give a true verdict according to the evidence, as we shall answer to God, not the Judge,’ wrote ‘One of the Jurors’ to the British Columbian. [106]

The duties of Juries, as I understand them, are very different and distinct from the duties of a Judge. The Judge is undoubtedly the first officer of the Court, and among his other duties I suppose he must see that order and decorum are preserved, that witnesses are not brow-beaten by Counsel, while Lawyers have every opportunity afforded them of extracting the truth; he also takes notes of the evidence, and after the opposing Counsel are through, I suppose his duty is to take the evidence, of which he has copious notes, and comment on it for the benefit of the Jury . . . Now Mr. Editor, in this celebrated case of Cranford against Wright we were occupied nine days listening to evidence, when the Judge very coolly told us he was not going to read the voluminous notes he had; and he was as good as his word.47

When Begbie denied them both proper instruction and documentation, they considered it an injustice, as did the Cranfords’ lawyers, who pleaded with the judge to give the jurors guidance ‘so that justice be not defeated.’ The Cranford jurors were jealous of their role in the legal process, and wanted to perform it well. They could be effective only if they were instructed properly, ‘One of the Jurors’ noted, and supplied with the necessary documentary evidence. ‘Now Sir,’ he conclude, ‘it seems to me a complete mockery of men to keep them eleven days listening to evidence, Judge and Counsel, then lock them up without giving them the article they most need to enable them to solve what difficulties might arise.48

To the Cranford jurors a just verdict was one that was informed by a close reading of the evidence. In this case ‘reading’ should be taken quite literally, for they assigned great importance to written evidence in truth-finding. The jurors demanded that the ‘bill of particulars’ be made available to them during their deliberations, and they criticized Begbie for directing their attention to Gus Wright’s character in his summation and charge rather than reading from the ‘voluminous’ notes he had taken during the trial. In addition, both they and the British Columbia press took exception to the judge’s refusal to admit invoices addressed to ‘R. Cranford’ as evidence that the original contract had been altered to reach ‘R. Cranford and Brother,’ and they positively bridled at this cavalier dismissal of the inconsistencies between Wright’s affidavit and his oral testimony: ‘I have seen sheaves of affidavits made in this country by persons who never read them,’ Begbie claimed.’ No doubt Mr. Wright did not read that before he swore to it, so that it would be unfair to impute a false oath to him.’49

To the Supreme Court judge, however, Wright’s oral testimony and his standing in the New Westminster community carried more weight in ascertaining the truth than any documentary evidence that could be marshalled against him. From Begbie’s comment, it appeared that Wright was accountable only for what he said in court. The fact that the judge considered oral evidence more important [107] than written evidence was not unusual for a judge trained in the English common law tradition. The central premise of the adversary system was the notion that trials and truth-finding consisted of the ‘sharp clash of proofs’ given orally in ‘a highly structure forensic setting.’50 Judge and jurors were to be afforded the opportunity of hearing accused persons speak for themselves and seeing their reactions to the evidence. What was unusual and anachronistic, however, was Begbie’s reaction to how that oral evidence came to be presented in court. Though he laid great emphasis on oral testimony, some kinds were more credible than others. As was the case in criminal trials, decision-makers seemed to want to see and hear the accused respond to the claims made against him or her without the benefit of prior preparation. An ‘artless’ response was crucial because the true character of the accused would be revealed.51 Because an assessment of character was the key to understanding behaviour, it was also the key to reconstructing the truth in the courtroom.

The artless response and the larger notion of trial and truth-finding eroded with the arrival of lawyers in the courtroom. Though this was something that had long since happened in England, Begbie tried to postpone it in British Columbia.52 The judge exhibited great antipathy towards lawyers (despite the fact that he was one of them), and admitted them to plead with great reluctance. With the absence of lawyers at the colony’s formation, Begbie became accustomed to conducting cases on his own, taking responsibility for representing the interests of both parties. As he told James Douglas, it was not an easy job. ‘The labor and responsibility is in all cases thrown upon the Judge or the Registrar to see that the plaintiff takes out the proper writ or commencement of proceedings that is correct in point of form.’

The Judge is often called by the defendant to point out the most efficacious mode of defence; and then he has to sit in Judgment upon the case so brought forward, embarrassed perhaps by the insertion of unnecessary matter or the omission of details with a mind preoccupied & feelings probably engaged on one side or the other (at all events the suitors think so). I hope that I am not given to despondence: but I should in such a position despair of giving satisfaction to the suitors.53

Ring’s penchant for citing legal texts and dwelling on what Begbie perceived to be irrelevant technicalities was particularly annoying to the judge. When Ring attempted to convince Begbie to admit invoices made out to Robert Cranford as evidence, he cited Taylor and contended that ‘the maxim, qui facit per alium facit per se” governs here.’54 To the amusement of the public, the judge sarcastically replied, ‘Translate that into Chinook, Mr. Ring.’55 On another occasion, when he tired of the arguments put forth by Ring and McCreight relating to the [108] affidavit on which the writ of capias had been issued, he ‘become petulant and sarcastic, asking them “if every i was dotted and all the t’s crossed.” ‘56 Only once did Ring manage to silence the judge. At the end of the case, when Begbie attempted to force a non-suit, Ring said,

This is a most extraordinary power attempted by your lordship. The practice is well understood. The most elementary legal textbook – ‘Smith’s Actions at Law’ – lays down the principle against such an assumption, followed with ‘Chitty’s Archbold.’ another elementary work, [which] . . . contains cases deciding the point for a century back.

‘Upon this,’ noted the British Colonist, ‘the Judge, who seemed surprised, withdrew from his position.’57

With the interpolation of lawyers into the legal process, trials became occasions for the making of a case by advocates rather than the stating of a case by the parties. This bothered Begbie greatly, perhaps because it accorded more power to the lawyers and less to him. In addition, references to documentary evidence, precedents, and texts served, in Begbie’s view, to obscure rather than illuminate the central issue in trials – the character of the accused – and ultimately to defeat the ends of justice.58 The jurors, the Cranfords’ lawyers, and the British Columbia press rejected the idea that character was a reliable or encompassing indicator of behaviour and that ascertaining character was central to truth-finding. For them, discovering the truth may have involved evaluating the character of the accused, but it also included a more self-conscious and scientific assessment of a set of facts culled and assigned a value by the rules of evidence that governed the legal process.

The tension between these two notions of trial in Cranford and the different forms of evidence that underlay them can be read as a metaphor for a larger tension between two kinds of authority: one derived from social status, as represented by Begbie, and the other from written rules and texts and the experts who could interpret and apply them, as represented by the lawyers. The former, which might be called traditional or paternal authority because it relied on an assessment of character, was fundamentally unsuited to the social and economic context in which trials occurred. For character assessment to work as a method of truth-finding and for social status to be an effective source of authority, there has to be a certain amount of common knowledge and experience among the jurors in the former case, and among British Columbians (and here I am speaking of white British Columbians) in the latter. There has to be, in short, a shared sensibility about what constitutes ‘good’ and ‘bad’ character and status. It is unclear, given the colony’s age and divers and mobile population, that this shared sensibility existed. In fact, as we have seen in chapter 4, British Columbians [109] relied heavily on the formal institutional mechanisms of adjudication to resolve their disputes rather than settling them extralegally; therefore it appears that it did not. In the absence of unwritten ‘rules’ that shaped the way people saw the world, British Columbians turned to written ones. Written rules and, more generally, texts were an important reference-point in a young colony where a commonality of experience was as yet insufficiently developed.

Because it was a characteristic they shared with the rest of the common law world, the primacy colonial British Columbians accorded to textual authority and expertise must be placed within the larger context of the relationship between writing and power. Students of the past have long recognized the connections between the development of writing and the concentration of power in the hands of an elite, and have argued that the evolution of the law is a case in point.59 Written law derived its power largely from its form: the law's mere ‘writtenness’ distanced it from the biases associated with the people dispensing it, and thus reinforced its power by objectifying it.60 Obedience was given not to a person but to a seemingly neutral and universal set of laws that were above the petty ambitions and prejudices of those who administered it. Moreover, the law’s written form meant that it could be disseminated widely: writing allowed for the extension of the boundaries of regulation and thus for an expansion of the law’s empire. In an important way, the, written law underpinned state formation by transcending the limits of personal authority. Written law was also more reliable than the remembered customary rules of conduct articulated by local authorities: its mere tangibility meant that it could be referred to and deployed with certainty because its meaning was seemingly stable and unchanging, embedded in text rather than on the uncertain and shifting grounds of personal whim. Indeed, though written law created certainty, it also came to symbolize it. In fact, it is this collapsing of the real and the symbolic, of the signifier and the signified, that gives written law much of its power.61

The certainty afforded by written law and written authority had an added appeal for British Columbians because of the particular economic milieu in which they lived. The ethical system constructed by capitalism assigned great value to the standardization afforded by textuality and to the predictability, certainty, and efficiency that sprang from it. It is probably not coincidental that some of the most effective arguments for the codification of the law came in the nineteenth century. Codification was the apex and epitome of the certainty and rationality that written law offered, and it is not insignificant that the most extreme pressures for it accompanied the rise of industrial capitalism and its demands for standard ways of dealing.62

While it is important to take note of the form of authority, we must not overlook the kinds of texts that were considered authoritative, for I think there is [110] great significance to be drawn from the fact that authority was not only textual but rooted in textbooks. One of the notable aspects of the Cranford case was their lawyers’ frequent reference to legal treatises: to Taylor on Evidence, Smith’s Actions at Law, and Chitty’s Archbold. In fact, John Foster McCreight, one of the targets of Begbie’s insults, was noted for his knowledge and his routine citing of textbook authorities in making a case for his clients.63 McCreight was so wedded to textbooks that dispensing the law was merely a matter of applying their principles – something that made him, as he put it, ‘only a machine to carry out the law.’64 McCreight’s metaphor is telling. Far from being undesirable, a machine-like legal administration would have characterized a laissez-faire utopia: a machine that imposed order was far preferable to a person because technology was considered more neutral and more efficient and hence did not pose as great a danger to individual freedom.65

Reference to legal treatises was and is a common feature of American jurisprudence, but not of cases heard on the other side of the Atlantic.66 Indeed, this is one of the main features that distinguishes English from American law. British judges were historically more likely to cite Glanvill (d. 1190), Bracton (d. 1268), Littleton (d. 1481), Coke (d. 1634), Hale (d. 1676), and Blackstone (d. 1780), the authors who comprise the surprisingly small English common law canon. IN fact, a textbook literature like that used by McCreight and Ring in Cranford only came to be circulated among the legal profession beginning in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and even then did not attain the status accorded them on the other side of the Atlantic. According to J.H. Baker, they were viewed as ancillary aids and guides to common and statute law rather than law itself.67

Treatises and textbooks like Taylor, with which British Columbians became tiresomely familiar during Cranford, appealed to lawyer because they were the only systematic and reflective treatments of law available. They set out the relevant cases and derived what amounted to first principles from them, and they discussed the more general problems of interpretation and application.68 In that sense they were more useful and easier to use than the multiple volumes of law reports, which were considered by judges to be superior to treatises, and taken together represented the English common law.69

Because the treatises Ring and McCreight used were essentially systematic digest of the common law on particular subjects (evidence, crime, confessions, torts, and so on) they were useful in a colonial context, where frontier conditions – especially the combination of long circuits on horseback and the absence of well-stocked libraries – made reference to the shorter and more manageable works a practicality. Frontier pragmatism led to a shift in principle, however, for despite Begbie’s reluctance to recognize their authority (even though he had [111] written a treatise on the law of partnership), the interpretations in these texts came to have the status accorded to law.70 They also came to be a recognized part of legal education and legal argument. Though Begbie may not have appreciated the rhetorical skills of the lawyers who have appeared before him, many British Columbians did. Both the Cranfords’ lawyers were treated like heroes and lauded for their legal reasoning; although they may not have understood the law’s intricacies, British Columbians appreciated a ‘prespicuous and able argument.’71 Quite apart from their content, merely referring to textual authorities lent a significant amount of rhetorical power to legal utterances. A well-turned argument had a recognizable form, even if its content remained mysterious to most of the gallery of onlookers.72

The reliance on written law marked a move away from, or a least a modification of, the hierarchy of laws that characterized the common law tradition.73 Written law because paramount in the latter half of the nineteenth century; and in British Columbia, at least, it was written law that was systematized and digested.74

Cranford pitted legal liability against social responsibility; specific, documented action against a general long-term assessment of ‘character’; written against oral evidence; lawyers against judges; and, above all, textual against paternal authority. The case revealed that the ethical basis on which British Columbians measured the legitimacy of the law’s authority was one constructed by laissez-faire liberalism and reinforced by the economic and social realities of life in a new colony of fortune-seekers. The authority of the law rested on an assessment of its efficacy in achieving certain ends consistent with individualistic capitalist enterprise. Moreover, British Columbians insisted that those ends be realized in a particular way: disputes arising from the pursuit of economic gain were best resolved not by a seemingly arbitrary assessment of the character of the principals, but by a systematic and careful reading of the evidence and the application of the appropriate rules. Thus, the authority of the law also rested on the means by which disputes were settled; means that were consistent with the demands of laissez-faire for rationality, predictability, and certainty in the marketplace.

However, the legal order represented by this kind of authority was not unitary or consistent. In making explicit the tensions that ran through Cranford, there is a danger of distortion; for, despite the dualistic manner in which I have presented them, none of these aspects was exclusive of the other. Indeed, Matthew Begbie embodied many of these seemingly contradictory characteristics: his penchant for paternal rule was visible in Cranford, but he was also trained as a chancery lawyer and was the author of a treatise on the law of partnership – [112] both characteristics that would, one might think, make him sympathetic to the rule of ‘black letter,’ textbook law.75 Though the tensions that ran through the case were in part emblematic of the transition from what Weber called ‘traditional’ to ‘legal’ authority, that transition was not absolute; for, as we will see, these tensions continued to characterize the liberal ‘black letter’ system of law that found its fullest expression in the mid- to late-nineteenth century.
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